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Abstract. We experimentally evaluate the cache performance of dif-
ferent SAT solvers as a case study for efficient implementation of SAT
algorithms. We evaluate several different BCP mechanisms and show
their respective run time and cache performances on selected benchmark
instances. From the experiments we conclude that cache friendly data
structure is a key element for efficient implementation of SAT solvers.
We also show empirical cache miss rates of several modern SAT solvers
based on the Davis-Logemann-Loveland algorithm with learning and
non-chronological backtracking. We conclude that recently developed
SAT solvers are much more cache friendly in data structures and al-
gorithm implementations compared with their predecessors.

1 Introduction

Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) solvers are beginning to grow out of academic cu-
riosity to become a viable industrial strength reasoning and deduction engine
for production tools [4]. As the algorithms of SAT solving mature, the imple-
mentation issues begin to show their importance as proven by the recent devel-
opment of solvers such as Chaff [12] and BerkMin [7]. Similar to earlier SAT
solvers such as GRASP [11], relsat [1] and sato [21], these solvers are based
on the Davis-Logemann-Loveland algorithm [6] and incorporate learning and
non-chronological backtracking proposed by [11] and [1]. By combining efficient
design and implementation together with careful tuning of the heuristics, these
new solvers are often orders of magnitude faster than their predecessors.

Even though it is widely acknowledged that the recent SAT solvers gain
considerable speed up due to careful design and implementation, there are few
quantitative analysis to support the argument. As SAT solver design becomes
more and more sophisticated, more detailed information about the solving pro-
cess are needed to squeeze the last bit of efficiency out of the SAT solvers because
a small speed up of the engine could translate to days of savings for industrial
tools in the field. In order to optimize the SAT solvers, it is necessary to have
quantitative analysis results on various aspects of the SAT solving process.

In this paper, we try to analyze one aspect of the SAT solvers, namely cache
performance of BCP operation, to illustrate the importance of careful design of



data structures and algorithms. It is well known that for current computer archi-
tecture, memory hierarchy plays extremely important role on the performances of
the computer systems. Algorithms designed with cache in mind can gain consid-
erable speedup over non-cache aware implementations as demonstrated by many
authors (e.g. [9, 19]). The importance of cache performance for SAT solvers is
first discussed by the authors of SAT solver Chaff [12]. However, no empirical
data is available to support the discussion. In this paper, we use a cache analysis
tool to quantitatively illustrate the gains achieved by careful designed algorithms
and data structures.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe several mecha-
nisms to perform Boolean Constraint Propagation and their implications on the
performance of the SAT solver. We evaluate the cache performances of these
mechanisms under the same solver framework to illustrate the importance of
algorithm design. In section 3, we evaluate the cache performances of several
different SAT solvers that are based on the same DLL with learning principle.
Experiments show that these solvers vary greatly in their cache performance.
Finally we draw our conclusion in Section 4.

2 Cache Performance of Different BCP mechanisms

The Davis-Logemann-Loveland procedure [6] for SAT solving is a branch and
search algorithm. One of the main operations of such a procedure is Boolean
Constraint Propagation (BCP). After a variable is assigned, the solver needs to
propagate the effect of the assignment and find the unit and conflicting clauses
that may occur as a consequence of the variable assignment. Conflicting clauses
make the solver backtrack from current search space, while unit clauses imply free
variables. The process of iteratively assigning values to variables implied by unit
clauses until no unit clause exists is called the Boolean Constraint Propagation
(BCP).

During a typical SAT solving process, BCP usually takes the most significant
part of the total run time. Therefore, BCP algorithms usually dictate the data
structure of the clause database and the overall organization of the solver. The
implementation of BCP is most essential to the efficiency of the overall imple-
mentation of the SAT solvers1. In this section, we discuss some popular BCP
algorithms and empirically show their implications on the overall efficiency of
the SAT solver.

A simple and intuitive implementation for BCP is to keep counters for each
clause. This scheme is attributed to Crawford and Auton [5] by [20]. Similar
schemes are subsequently employed in many solvers such as GRASP [11], rel-
sat [1], satz [10] etc. Counter-based BCP has several variations. The simplest
counter-based algorithm can be found in solvers such as GRASP [11]. In this
scheme, each clause keeps two counters, one for the number of value 1 literals in
the clause and one for the number of value 0 literals. Each clause also keeps the
1 In this paper we are only concerned with implementation issues. Improvements in

algorithm are often more important, but that’s not what we are discussing here.



count of total number of literals in it. Each variable has two lists that contain all
the clauses where the variable appears as a positive and negative literal respec-
tively. When a variable is assigned a value, all of the clauses that contain the
literals of this variable will have their two counters updated. The data structure
of this scheme is like the following:

struct Clause {
int literal_array [];
int num_total_literal;
int num_value_1_literal_counter;
int num_value_0_literal_counter;

};
struct Variable {

int value;
Clause pos_occurrence_array [];
Clause neg_occurrence_array [];

};
struct ClauseDatabase {

int num_clauses;
Clause clause_array [];
int num_variables;
Variable variable_array [];

};

After the variable assignment, there are three cases for a clause with updated
counter: if the value 0 count equals to the total number of literals, then the
clause is a conflicting clause. If the value 0 count is one less than the total
number of literals in the clause and the value 1 count is 0, then the clause is
a unit clause. Otherwise, the clause is neither conflicting nor unit, we do not
need to do anything. If a clause is found to be a unit clause, the solver has to
traverse the entire array of the literals in that clause to find the free (unassigned)
literal to imply. Given a Boolean formula that has m clauses and n variables,
assuming on average each clause has l literals, then in the formula each variable
on average occurs lm/n times. Using this BCP mechanism, whenever a variable
gets assigned, on the average lm/n counters need to be updated. Since in this
scheme each clause contains two counters, we will call this BCP scheme the
2-Counter Scheme.

An alternative implementation can use only one counter for each clause.
The counter would be the number of non-zero literals in the clause. The data
structure for the clause in this scheme is:

struct Clause {
int num_total_literals;
int literal_array [];
int num_value_non_0_literal_counter;

};



Notice that the number of total literals in a clause do not change during the
search. We can save the storage for it by using some tricks to mark the end of
the literal array. For example, we can set the highest bit of the last element in
the array to 1 to indicate the end of the array.

In this scheme, when a variable is assigned a value, we only need to update
(reduce by 1) all the counters of clauses that contain the value 0 literal of this
variable. There is no need to update clauses that contain the value 1 literal of
this variable because the counters (number of non-zero literal) do not change.
After the assignment, if a clause’s non-zero counter is equal to 0, then the clause
is conflicting. If it is 1, the solver needs to traverse the literal array to find the one
non-zero literal. There are two cases: if the non-zero literal is a free (unassigned)
literal, then the clause is a unit clause and the literal is implied; otherwise it
must already evaluate to 1 and the clause is satisfied, so we need to do nothing.

This scheme essentially cuts the number of clauses that need to be updated
by half. Whenever a variable gets assigned, on the average only lm/2n counters
need to be updated. However, it does need to traverse clauses more often than
the first scheme. If a clause has one literal evaluating to 1 and all the rest evaluate
to 0, the previous BCP scheme will know that the clause is already satisfied and
no traversal is necessary. In this scheme, the solver still needs to traverse the
clause literals because it does not know whether the literal evaluates to 1 or is
unassigned. Because in this scheme each clause contains only one counter, we
will call it the 1-Counter Scheme.

Notice that in the data structure described above, the counters associated
with each clause are stored within the clause structure. This is actually not
good from cache performance point of view. When a variable is assigned, many
counters need to be updated. If the counters are located far from each other in
the memory, the updates may cause a lot of cache misses. Therefore, to improve
the data locality, the counters should be located as close as possible with each
other in the memory. It is possible to allocate a separate continuous memory
space to store the counters. In that case, the data structure becomes:

struct Clause {
int literal_array [];
int num_total_literal;

};
struct ClauseDatabase {

int num_clauses;
Clause clause_array [];
int clause_non_0_counter_array [];
int num_variables;
Variable variable_array [];

};

In this way, we move the counters for non-zero literals in each clause into a
array in the ClauseDatabase structure. We will call this alternative data struc-
ture to implement the 1-Counter Scheme as the Compact 1-Counter Scheme.



From a software engineering point of view, the compact 1-Counter Scheme is
not a good idea because it destroy the nice object oriented structure of a clause.
However, as we will see in the experimental results, this practice improves the
overall efficiency of the solver greatly. For large software projects, these kinds of
“hack” should be avoided in most cases because of the maintenance issues. But
for small kernel engines like a SAT solver, such hacks can often be tolerated to
improve performance.

Counter-based BCP mechanisms are easy to understand and implement, but
they are not the most efficient ones. Modern SAT solvers usually incorporate
learning [11, 1] in the search process. Learned clauses often contain many lit-
erals. Therefore, the average clause length l is quite large during the solving
process, thus making a counter-based BCP engine relatively slow. Moreover,
when backtracking from a conflict, the solver needs to undo the counter assign-
ments for the variables unassigned during the backtracking. Each undo for a
variable assignment will update lm/n or lm/2n counters on average depending
on the schemes employed.

In [12], the authors proposed a BCP algorithm called 2-literal watching
that tries to address these two problems2. For each clause 2-literal watching
scheme keeps track of two special literals called watched literals. Each vari-
able has two lists containing pointers to all the watched literals corresponding
to it in either phases. We denote the lists for variable v as pos_watched(v)
and neg_watched(v). Initially the watched literals are free. When a variable
v is assigned value 1, for each literal p pointed to by a pointer in the list of
neg_watched(v), the solver will search for a literal l in the clause containing p
that is not 0. There are four cases that may occur during the search:

1. If there exists such a literal l and it is not the other watched literal, then
we remove pointer to p from neg_watched(v), and add pointer to l to the
watched list of the variable of l. We refer to this operation as moving the
watched literal, because in essence one of the watched pointers is moved from
its original position to the position of l.

2. If the only such l is the other watched literal and it is free, then the clause
is a unit clause, with the other watched literal being the unit literal.

3. If the only such l is the other watched literal and it evaluates to 1, then we
need to do nothing since the clause is satisfied.

4. If all literals in the clause is assigned value 0 and no such l exists, then the
clause is a conflicting clause.

2 Another BCP scheme, called head/tail list scheme [20], also claims to have improve-
ments upon counter-based BCP schemes. Unfortunately, there seems to be no refer-
ence implementation for this scheme. The best solver [7] that employs this scheme is
a closed-source solver, therefore, no implementation detail is available. Our in-house
developed code that use this scheme cannot validate the claim of it significantly
outperforming counter-based schemes. Therefore, we choose not to include the eval-
uation of this scheme in this paper because our code may not be representative of
the best implementations available.



Unlike counter-based BCP mechanisms, undoing a variable assignment during
backtrack in 2-literal watching scheme takes constant time [12]. As each clause
has only two watched literals, whenever a variable is assigned a value, on the
average the state of only m/n clauses needs to be updated assuming watched
literals are distributed evenly in either phases. However, each update (i.e. moving
the watched literal) is much more expensive than updating a counter as in the
counter-based scheme.

To evaluate the BCP mechanisms discussed here. We implemented all of
them under a same solver framework based on the SAT solver zchaff [22]. Zchaff
already has the data structure optimized for cache performance. Therefore, we
can argue that the data presented here is indicative of the characteristics of each
algorithms. In the original zchaff code, different BCP mechanisms may lead the
solver into different search paths because the variables may be implied in different
orders by different implication mechanisms. We modify the zchaff code such that
the solver will follow the same search path regardless of the implication method.
This modification incur a negligible amount of overhead. Also, because of the
modification, the search path are not the same as the default zchaff solver, which
is evaluated in the next section.

The instances we use for the evaluation are chosen from various application
domains with various sizes and run times to avoid biasing the result3. They
include instances from microprocessor verification [18] (2dlx), bounded model
checking (bmc [17], barrel6 [3]), SAT planning [8] (bw large.d), combinational
equivalence checking(c5315), DIMACS benchmarks (hanoi4), FPGA routing [14]
(too large) as well as a random 3-SAT instance with clause-variable ration of 4.2
(rand)4. Table 1 shows the statistics about the instances and the solving process
common to all of the deduction mechanisms. These statistics include the number
of variables, the number of original and learned clauses and literals as well as the
ratio of literals to clauses. We also show the number of implications (i.e. variable
assignment) needed to solve the problem. All of the experiments are carried out
on a Dell PowerEdge 1500sc computer with 1.13Ghz PIII CPU and 1G main
memory. The PIII CPU has a separated level-1 cache of 16K data cache and
16K instruction cache. The level-2 cache is a unified 512K cache. Both L1 and
L2 caches have 32byte cache line with 4-way set associativity.

We use valgrind [15], an open source cache simulation and memory debug-
ging tool, to perform the cache simulation. The simulated CPU is the same as
the CPU we run the SAT solver on. The simulation results are shown in Table 2.
In the table, we show the run time (not simulation time) to solve each instance,
number of instructions executed (in billions), number of data access (in billions)

3 Since the topic of this paper is implementation, which is of more interest to real world
applications than to algorithm researches, therefore, the benchmarks we choose are
mainly from real world instead of randomly generated. Due to the same reason we
use zchaff instead of a regular (no learning) DLL algorithm because most real world
applications use solvers similar to the algorithms used by zchaff.

4 The random 3-SAT instance has a clause to literal ratio less than 3 because dupli-
cated literals of the same variable in a clause are removed.



Instance Num. Orig Orig Orig Lrned Lrned Lrned Num.

Name Vars Cls Lits(k) Lits/Cls Cls Lits(k) Lits/Cls Impl(k)

2dlx cc mc ex bp f 4583 41704 118 2.83 13756 1180 85.78 3041

barrel6 2306 8931 25 2.76 34416 2489 72.32 12385

bmc-galileo-9 63624 326999 833 2.55 2372 80 33.94 4629

bw large.d 5886 122412 273 2.23 14899 399 26.75 11110

c5315 5399 15024 35 2.30 83002 7061 85.07 30174

hanoi4 718 4934 12 2.47 4578 259 56.47 364

rand 200 830 2 2.98 25326 500 19.73 1671

too largefs3w8v262 2946 50416 271 5.38 71772 2847 39.67 9466

Table 1. Statistics of the Instances Used to Evaluate BCP Mechanisms

and cache miss rates for data accesses. The cache misses for instructions are
usually negligible for SAT solvers and therefore are not shown in the table.

From the table we find that different implementations of the BCP mechanism
have significant impact on the runtime of the SAT solver. Compare the best
performing mechanism, i.e. the 2-literal watching scheme, with the worst scheme,
i.e. the 2-Counter scheme, we see that for some benchmarks there is a speed
difference of almost 20x. Comparing the 2-Counter Scheme and the 1-Counter
Scheme, we find that the 1-Counter scheme reduces memory access by a small
amount but the cache miss rates for the 1-Counter scheme is significantly smaller
than that of the 2-Counter scheme. This validate our suspicion that the counter
updates are the main sources of cache misses. By reducing the counter updates
by half, we reduce the cache miss rate by almost a half. Because the 1-Counter
Scheme needs more checks for unit clauses as compared with the 2-Counter
scheme, the total memory access is not reduced by as much. However, these
memory accesses do not cause many cache misses. Comparing the Compact 1-
Counter Scheme with the regular 1-Counter scheme, we find that even though the
number of the instructions executed and the data accesses are almost the same,
the locality of counter accesses improves the cache miss rates of the Compact 1-
Counter Scheme significantly. Therefore, the actual run time is also improved by
as much as 2x. This again validate our previous conjecture, i.e. counter updates
cause most of the cache misses. The 2-Literal Watching scheme performs best
among these schemes, with significant smaller number of instructions executed
as well as the lowest number of data accesses. Moreover, it has the lowest cache
miss rates.

3 Cache Performance of Different SAT Solvers

In the previous section, we evaluated several different BCP mechanisms and
showed their respective cache performances. In this section, we evaluate the
cache behavior of several existing SAT solvers. In the past, SAT solvers were often
designed as a validation for various algorithms proposed by academic researchers.



Instance RunTime 109 Instr. 109 Data L1 Data L2 Data

Name (s) Executed Accesses Miss Rate Miss Rate

2dlx cc mc ex bp f 20.09 10.24 4.78 13.54% 16.02%

barrel6 102.15 48.04 22.49 15.09% 16.61%

bmc-galileo-9 16.60 6.83 3.26 5.69% 56.87%

bw large.d 118.71 28.63 12.82 14.44% 47.16%

c5315 427.47 169.53 81.21 16.48% 23.39%

hanoi4 1.79 1.63 0.78 12.50% 1.16%

rand 1 96.28 39.20 18.36 19.76% 19.09%

too largefs3w8v262 730.49 171.81 79.58 20.34% 36.73%

(a) 2-Counter Scheme

2dlx cc mc ex bp f 14.47 8.43 4.26 8.76% 15.20%

barrel6 67.61 37.78 19.52 9.08% 15.98%

bmc-galileo-9 12.25 6.43 3.17 3.49% 56.57%

bw large.d 49.09 22.53 11.06 7.22% 28.87%

c5315 268.18 123.82 66.55 11.91% 21.28%

hanoi4 1.47 1.31 0.68 8.32% 1.59%

rand 1 46.73 23.70 13.20 13.22% 13.00%

too largefs3w8v262 329.31 103.99 57.29 13.45% 32.25%

(b) 1-Counter Scheme

2dlx cc mc ex bp f 12.74 8.12 4.31 5.86% 17.48%

barrel6 52.88 36.18 19.77 6.07% 13.69%

bmc-galileo-9 11.55 6.36 3.20 3.22% 55.21%

bw large.d 39.84 21.97 11.21 5.23% 27.32%

c5315 172.82 116.22 66.92 7.13% 18.10%

hanoi4 1.35 1.25 0.69 4.13% 2.42%

rand 1 22.67 21.81 13.22 6.33% 7.95%

too largefs3w8v262 141.19 96.29 57.48 8.29% 18.93%

(c) Compact 1-Counter Scheme

2dlx cc mc ex bp f 7.26 5.48 2.13 3.83% 14.52%

barrel6 30.35 21.83 8.31 3.79% 12.90%

bmc-galileo-9 8.12 5.90 2.68 2.16% 54.37%

bw large.d 25.36 17.10 6.97 3.44% 19.82%

c5315 66.70 45.20 17.78 4.27% 14.44%

hanoi4 0.87 0.79 0.31 3.25% 2.75%

rand 1 5.35 3.78 1.58 4.17% 7.66%

too largefs3w8v262 41.62 25.99 10.28 3.85% 22.83%

(d) 2 Literal Watching Scheme

Table 2. Memory Behavior of Different BCP Mechanisms



Therefore, little emphasis was placed on implementation issues. Recently, as SAT
solvers become more and more widely used as a viable deduction engine, more
and more emphasis has been placed on implementing them efficiently. Here,
we evaluate several SAT solvers that are based on the same principle proposed
by [11, 1].

The solvers being evaluated includes some of the most widely used SAT
solvers such as GRASP [11], relsat [1] and SATO [21]. We also included three
winners of the most recent SAT solver competition [16] on structured instances:
zchaff [22], BerkMin [7] and limmat [2]. JeruSAT [13] is a SAT solver that was de-
veloped most recently. These solvers are very similar in the algorithm employed.
For example, they all use unit clause implication in deduction and perform non-
chronological backtracking and learning. The major algorithmic difference of
them are decision strategies and clause deletion polices. Still, we want to point
out that cache performance is not the only indication of the overall quality of
the implementation because different algorithms employed may dictate different
memory behavior.

Due to different branching heuristics used, these solvers behave drastically
different on different benchmark instances. Therefore, it is unfair to compare
their actual performance by solving a small number of SAT instances. In order
to concentrate on the cache behavior of the solvers, we choose some difficult
SAT instances and let each solver run under valgrind for 1000 seconds5. We
make sure none of the solvers can solve any of the test instances during the
run time in order to focus on cache behaviors independent of the total run
time. Except for relsat, all other solvers use default parameters. We use option
-p0 on relsat to disable the time consuming preprocessing. The benchmarks
used includes SAT instances generated from bounded model checking [3] (barrel,
longmult), microprocessor verification [18] (9vliw, 5pipe), random 3-SAT (rand2)
and equivalence checking of xor chains (x1 40). The statistics of the benchmarks
we use are shown in the first two columns of Table 3.

The results of cache miss rates for different solvers are listed in Table 3.
From the table we find that earlier SAT solvers such as GRASP, relsat and
SATO performs poorly in memory behavior. The solvers would be somewhat
around 3x slower than the new contenders such as Chaff and BerkMin solely
due to the high cache misses. One of the reasons for the high cache miss rates
of GRASP and relsat is due to their use of counter-based BCP mechanism. But
compare their cache miss rates with the best that can be achieved by counter-
based BCP mechanisms shown in previous section, we find that they are still
under par even considering their BCP mechanisms6. SATO use the same BCP
mechanism as BerkMin, but BerkMin seems to be much better optimized in cache
performance. One benchmark SATO performs well is the xor chain verification
instance x1 40. The reason is because this is a very small instance and SATO has

5 Programs running under valgrind are around 30 times slower than on the native
machine.

6 The benchmarks used are not exactly the same for these two experiments, but the
numbers should be representative of their respective behavior.



Instance Num. Num. GRASP SATO relsat
Name Variables Clauses D L1% D L2% D L1% D L2% D L1% D L2%

x1 40 118 314 23.72 75.22 1.72 0.00 1.73 0.01

rand 2 400 1680 25.05 60.38 36.79 0.57 11.14 0.12

longmult12 5974 18645 20.86 57.69 19.32 41.68 13.24 19.78

barrel9 8903 36606 21.22 51.73 21.62 55.55 15.73 19.14

9vliw bp mc 20093 179492 22.43 88.58 40.49 42.85 14.58 55.34

5pipe 9471 195452 31.14 81.74 36.22 4.22 15.38 33.39

Instance zchaff BerkMin Limmat JeruSAT
Name D L1% D L2% D L1% D L2% D L1% D L2% D L1% D L2%

x1 40 3.32 26.32 7.17 17.14 6.05 64.45 4.31 2.35

rand 2 6.58 23.46 7.63 11.25 5.83 44.83 5.66 14.90

longmult12 6.46 18.17 7.87 20.80 5.77 40.31 5.61 61.47

barrel9 6.62 33.43 10.98 32.04 7.58 34.39 5.55 54.22

9vliw bp mc 9.48 54.37 3.69 9.44 5.68 53.98 7.04 51.95

5pipe 6.14 21.54 5.31 18.51 6.45 46.12 6.49 42.66

Table 3. Memory Behavior of Different SAT Solvers

Instance Num. Num. zchaff BerkMin Limmat
Name Variables Clauses D L1% D L2% D L1% D L2% D L1% D L2%

2dlx 224920 3596385 11.47 91.22 7.38 69.12 6.00 74.01

pipe 64262 2291120 10.49 54.37 8.42 61.95 5.60 51.12

Table 4. Cache Performance of the Best SAT Solvers on Challenging Benchmarks

a very aggressive clause deletion heuristic. Therefore, SATO can fit the clause
database into the level-1 cache while other solvers cannot due to their more
tolerant clause deletion policies. The same reason explains the low cache miss
rates for relsat on x1 40 and both SATO and relsat’s low L2 miss rates for rand 2.
The newer SAT solvers such as zchaff, BerkMin, limmat and JeruSAT all have
relatively good cache behavior. Part of the reason for this is due to their better
BCP mechanisms, but better design and implementation also contribute to their
low cache miss rates.

As a final experiment we show the cache performance of zchaff, BerkMin
and Limmat: three state-of-the-art SAT solver’s cache performance on two very
large and challenging benchmarks. The benchmarks are obtained from Miroslav
Velev’s microprocessor verification problem [18]. They come from fvp-unsat-
3.0 (pipe 64 16) and SSS-Liveness-SAT-1.1 (2dlx cc ex bp f bug3) suite respec-
tively. These represent the cache performance of most challenging SAT instances
on the best SAT solvers available. We run each instance under valgrind for
10000 seconds. The results are shown in Table 4.



From Table 4 we find that as the formulas become very large, both level-1 and
level-2 cache miss rates for the solvers increase considerably. Among these three
solvers, zchaff is the oldest one while limmat is the newest. From these limited
experimental results it seems that the cache performances of the SAT solvers
are still improving incrementally on carefully designed SAT solvers, whether on
purpose or coincidentally. In current (and future) generation of microprocessors,
the speed difference of main memory (on the mother board) and L2 cache (on
die) tends to be large. Therefore, L2 miss penalty is quite high. From these
results we find that there are still a lot of space for improvements for future
efficient implementation of SAT solvers.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the memory behavior of several different BCP mech-
anisms for Boolean Satisfiability Solvers. We find that different implementation
of BCP can significantly affect the memory behavior and overall efficiency of the
SAT solvers. From the experiments we conclude that cache friendly data struc-
ture is a key element for efficient implementation of SAT solvers. We also show
empirical cache miss rate data of several modern SAT solvers based on the Davis-
Logemann-Loveland algorithm with learning. We find that recently developed
SAT solvers are much more cache friendly compared with their predecessors. We
use this as a case study to illustrate the importance of algorithm implementa-
tion. Efficient implementation (not necessarily limited to cache behavior) is key
to the success of a modern SAT solver and should not be overlooked.
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